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Like Op.10 No.6, this work  acts as a kind  of  ‘ slow movement’  for  Op.25 cycle of
works and stands as one of  Chopin’ s supreme examples of  how the paradox  of  the
unlikely combination of  Baroque counterpoint  and Italian  opera is fully resolved;
the two influences are perfectly synthesized, giving each a new kind of  power  and
meaning. This work  is one of  the rare examples of Chopin using thematic material
wri tten  by  another  composer  –  in  this  case from  Bellini’ s  Norma.  It  is also
remarkably  fugue-like in the interplay  between left- and  right-hand  melodies;  the
sumptuous left-hand  ‘cello’  melody is occasionally interrupted  in order  to sound a
functional  bass note, or using the occasional  grace note (acciaccatura) along with the
sustaining pedal  to hint  at  one. For  the most part,  the countermelody  in the right-
hand follows and responds to the main cello tune, often beginning the phrase with a
literal  imitation before taking a totally separate path.  However,  it  should be clear
from the score that  a role-reversal  takes place in the central  section of  the work,
where the right  hand  melody  takes the lead  with  the most  subtle and  exquisite
soprano  coloratura and  the  left  hand  assumes  a  tension-building  decorative
function. There is little else in Chopin quite like these sweeping rhapsodic left-hand
ornaments – sometimes unstressed,  sometimes cadential  – as in the astonishing
fiori tura of bars 27 and 28.

When it comes to learning this work, there is really not much point in trying to
break  the work  down into sections, but  the divisions are as follows: first section –
bars 1-20, second section – bars 21-44, final  section – bars 45-end. You may find it
useful  to perfect individual  sections using these divisions. On a technical  level, the

right-hand melody is played almost exclusively with the 5th (little) finger and
because of this, you will need to be very adept in ‘ feathering’  the sustaining pedal  in
order  to maintain the legato in the soprano voice. 



Another  obvious difficulty with this work  is the fact that  the right-hand harmony –
the almost continuous quaver  intervals/cadences that  are effectively the alto and
tenor  voices – must be played either  piano or pianissimo almost without  exception,
and must in no way ‘ drown out’  the soprano and bari tone (cello) melodies. Note also
how the rubato in this work is built into the figurations with the use of eighth and
sixteenth notes in the two melodic lines, so you must try to avoid any wild
fluctuations in tempo apart  from those marked. No less surprising in this work  is
the sophisticated and, at times, complex phrasing, not only with sections, but  also
between the hands;  this is very clear  in the central  section, where the left-and right-
hand phrases are almost totally independent, where a close in one hand is carried
over in the other  (bars 28-40). Like No.2, this work  should also be considered a
mind exercise in that  each hand must operate almost independently of the other, yet
in perfect synchronisation.


